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New Network Patch Panels Simplify Spine-Leaf Architecture  
in Data Centers
Panels Eliminate Manual Cross-Connections to Improve Networking

Chicago, IL (December 7, 2021)—Tripp Lite, a global manufacturer of power protection and connectivity solutions, offers an 
easy way to reduce errors in data center spine-leaf architecture. 

In spine-leaf architecture, every leaf-layer switch connects a server or other device to every spine-layer switch in the backbone 
of the network. Tripp Lite’s spine-leaf MPO fiber patch panels replace MTP/MPO-to-LC manual cross-connections with MTP/
MPO ports. Leaf ports in the rear of the panels mate with leaf switches, and spine ports in the front mate with spine switches. 
The panels occupy 1U of space in standard 19-inch server racks.

Spine-leaf MPO panels are available in OS2 singlemode and OM4 multimode styles with 16 x 16 or 32 x 32 ports. By eliminating 
the need for manual cross-connections, the panels reduce errors and subsequent troubleshooting. Fewer cables are needed, so 
there is also less cable clutter.

“Spine-leaf installations can be complicated and prone to errors that result from manual cross-connects,” said David Posner, 
Tripp Lite’s Vice President, Connectivity and Peripherals. “By simplifying the connections, Tripp Lite’s spine-leaf MPO patch 
panels reduce errors, cut cable clutter and improve network performance. Less troubleshooting also saves time and money.”

Key Features of Tripp Lite’s Spine-Leaf MPO Panels
• Singlemode and multimode 1U patch panels feature 16 x 16 or 32 x 32 MPO ports
• Panels reduce errors by eliminating manual MTP/MPO-to-LC cross-connections
• The need for troubleshooting is reduced, which saves time and money
• Fewer cables simplify installations and lessen cable clutter
• Front and rear cable managers provide organization

Learn more about Tripp Lite’s Spine-Leaf MPO Panels.

See Tripp Lite’s full line of fiber patch panels at tripplite.com.
Model: N48LSM-32X32

About Tripp Lite 
Since 1922, Tripp Lite has established a global reputation for quality by providing reliable products and exceptional service to customers worldwide. From 
desktop to critical infrastructure, Tripp Lite products and solutions power and connect the computers, networking equipment and electronic devices that 
form the foundation of our digital world. Headquartered in Chicago, Tripp Lite manufactures UPS systems, cables, connectivity solutions, PDUs, racks, 
cooling solutions, KVM switches, console servers, charging stations, display mounts, surge protectors, power strips, network switches, power inverters and 
specialty products for data center, healthcare, government, education and digital signage applications. Learn more at tripplite.com.
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